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UPCOMING CALENDAR
GCC - Sat 3rd and Sun 4th of Feb, Ballarat.

Regionals - Sat 17th and Sun 18th of Feb,
Adelaide

VUL Final Game day 4 - Sat 10th of Feb,
Albert Park Melbourne.

AMUC div 1
For the second year running, HoS sent a mixed team to the Australian Mixed Ultimate
Championships. The fields in Hobart were lush & possessed a scenic view of Cornelian Bay
and the sun was out, but the tricky wind conditions created many challenges for throws of all
distances!
Whenever we stumbled, we managed to find our feet & our teammates were there to
support us. This was exemplified best in the final game when Amy Lee slipped over while the
winning throw drifted towards her and bobbled the disc as she scrambled to her feet. Zac
Hews was nearby to catch the frisbee and save the day.
HoS won only two matches during the week, but finished on a high: one of those wins
was against Vanguard in the 15th/16th playoff. It was the culmination of a tough, grinding
week during which some team members battled through injuries and illness to make key
contributions. We had honourable losses too, including some where we didn’t get the win but
turned an early deficit into a close, competitive match. But most importantly, we improved as
players & formed strong bonds. We drank beers & felt smug as we watched the AMUC final,
which was an ugly an ultimate game as any. The wind punished Crocs, Dingoes and newbies
equally and indiscriminately.
- Adam Bulman, 2017
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Under 22’s campaign
Victoria sent a Men’s, Women’s and a Mixed team to the Australian Under 22 National
Championships held in Parramatta, Sydney in late November, 2017. From this bunch, there was a
ton of HoS representatives. If you weren’t there to experience the highs and lows here is a summary
from some of our members.
Mens
2017 was the second year that the under 22 national championships were held and the VIC
leadbeater’s possums (litbeaters) were looking to improve on their disappointing 4th place
finish from the previous year. Transport issues from the airport saw a large majority of the
team arriving 10 minutes before the first game against defening champions QLD. The VIC
boys came away with a tight 12-10 win and finished the day with 3 winds after beating SA (151) and WA (15-6). Day 2 rolled around and VIC won their first game against ACT 13-9, going
into the final match of pool play with 4 wins and no losses. We knew NSW were going to be a
tough opponent and after having an early lead over them VIC went down to NSW.
9-12. this created a 3 way tie at the top of the pool which meant we would play the same NSW
team the next morning in the semi-final. The next day was tense as many of the VIC team
had sustained injuries either previously or during the tournament. Despite this, the VIC boys
managed to win 11-9 over the NSW putting them through to the final against QLD. The game
began with traded point with QLD eventually taking hald 8-7. Scores were level at 10-10 after
timecap ahd gone signifying universe point. With many turnovers and opportunies generated
by both teams the Victorian leadbeater’s won 11-10, becoming national champions. A huge
shoutout has to go to all the members of the VIC boys, coaches Chloe and Lachlan McDonald
and team manager Emilya Toney.
- Cameron Lyon, Juggernaut, 2018
Mixed
With Simmo and Ella at the helm and the ever reliable Katie ‘muggus’ Lock as team manager,
we believed we were capable of giving each other state a serious run for their money. The
opening day was rough for the team, but the losses to NSW and SA did nothing to tarnish
the spirit of the group. Maintaining our mindful, cheery approach, we came back firing the
second day of the tournament with wins against Queensland and WA, doing enough to give
ourselves a semi-final berth. The score line was closer this time, but SA managed to keep us
at bay again in the semi. Not wanting to come home empty handed, we beat Queensland in
the bronze medal match and the Spirit medal alongside SA. Hugely successful weekend in
Parramatta, excited to see this young Blue Devils team go two places better in the years to
come.
- Charlie Medic, Collosus, 2018
Womens
A few of da gurlz had a taste of the U22 campaign and it was spicy. We played our hearts out
and built on our chemistry every game. Memories were made, bants were shared, tears were
shed but most importantly sick lays were laid. Tough losses for the weedies as we missed out
on a medal play off by a few points. It was a great weekend none the less.
- Shannon Newn, Inferno, 2017
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Under 22’s campaign , continued
Green and Gold awards at the U22 championships:
Abba Matthias
Ash Evans
Chris Waller (Tied male MVP
of mixed division)
Joshua Periera
Kelly Liao
Lucy Deller (Female MVP of
Mixed division)
Sam Jacobs
Simar Dhaliwal

Under 24’s campaign
The World Under 24 Ultimate championships has held in Perth, Western Australia from
the 7th to the 13th of January, 2018. There were many HoS representatives present at the
tournament in the form of players, coaches, volunteers and spectators.
So many members of the HoS community everywhere during the tournament and that
was really encouraging to see. Our club members are talented athletes and watching them
made me so excited to play this season. Here is a recount of the week from some of our HoS
representatives.
Last week I had the great opportunity to represent Australia as part of the Australian U24
Mixed team – the Bluebottles. It was an absolutely fantastic experience, we were tested and
learnt a heap and have so many incredible memories to take away.
We grew most from our first 3 games of close losses and really learnt what our core values –
grit, heart and integrity – meant to us. Coming away with 4th is a true testament to how we
never gave up and worked together; and I couldn’t be prouder.
The support received from everyone was phenomenal and really helped us - I can’t wait to
back this up with an amazing club full of M10s (pay your club fees).
- Kate Roberson
The 2018 World Under 24s Ultimate Championships have now ended, and what a journey it
was! I was fortunate enough to represent the Men’s team (Goannas) alongside 4 fellow Heads
of State players - JP, Ash, Sam J, and Timocles! This campaign was an accumulation...
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Under 24’s campaign, continued
...of two selection camps, numerous training camps and a showing at AOUGCC where we
achieved a bronze medal. Worlds was an unforgettable experience, having the opportunity to
represent your country (in your country) was amazing. Heads of State has always had a great
representation at this level, and hopefully we did everyone proud.
HoS has provided a platform for us to run and train with some of the best players in Australia,
which I ultimately believe allowed us to get the bronze medal. For those involved in the
Goanna’s journey - thank you, for those upcoming players who fall under the age restriction
- take every opportunity you get to represent your state/country and for everyone who
supported us from home or came over to Perth - this is as much your bronze medal as it is
ours.
We’re all excited to bring back everything we have learnt from this campaign to the 2018
season! Once again, thank you for all the love and support everyone has provided, it’s
definitely appreciated!
- Adrian Lim
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Coach of the year
Congratulations Lachlan Mcdonald
“Anyone who has worked with Lachlan McDonald already knows how passionate and
dedicated he is to the development of mens ultimate. You might have already seen it as
a player or leader within the various teams he has played with, but what is even more
impressive is seeing it when he is in a coaching role”. The nomination goes on to more detail
about the culture and love that he brings to each team that he coaches. He is an amazing
player with a wealth of knowledge, this combined with the passion that he has for men’s
ultimate and the young bloods of the sport, has made him a fantastic coach. Congrats Macca,
well deserved.
Read the rest of the nomination here https://www.afda.com/p/2017-afda-awards-coach-ofthe-year

Photo of the year
Congratulations Pat Thorpe
What a beauty! It’s fantastic to see the other talents of our HoS players being recognised. Hire
him for things. He’s good.
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Club of the year
Congratulations to us!
What a mammoth of a year it has been. The highs and the lows, the wins and losses, the
behind the scenes work, the training selfies, the mountains of aus rep’s, the growth of our
club, the parties thrown, the drinks had. We are not yet perfect, and we still have goals to
aspire to but we should all be proud of where we have come from, where we are now, and
where we are headed. Here’s a taste of what we have achieved in the past year “In 2017 the
club had four men’s teams compete at Australian Ultimate Championships (AUCs), with two
of these competing in Division One (Melbourne Juggernaut, HOS Juggernaut) and other two
teams at Division Two (Chadstone Colossus, Hawthorn Apocalypse). This year the two Division
One teams opted for an X Y structure to harvest further development of players. This resulted
in a positive impact on the club in terms of development and collaboration and was shown in
the hard fought scrimmages throughout the season. The Women’s side of the club has taken
off with flying colours. From humble beginnings, in 2016 one team competed at Division Two
at AUCs. 2017 brought two teams, with one (Phoenix) participating at Division One and the
other team (Inferno) competing in Division Two.”
Read the rest of the nomination here: https://www.afda.com/p/2017-afda-awards-club-of-theyear

Thank you!
Speaking of behind the scenes work, on behalf
of the club I would like to say a massive thank
you to Brendan Ashcroft for your efforts at the
WUCC qualifying tournament. Brendo was there
volunteering his time for the whole weekend. He
commentated on the live stream, he set up the
fields, packed them up each day, he was the first
aid man and he did this all in terrible weather
conditions.

Trivia night
Trivia night was a huge success. Unfortunately Gary and Zac Hews pretty much missed the
whole night due to their desire to win 10 points. Ewan was shut down about Dan Rule trivia,
Tcas was bartered for and now has to take Macca out on a date, Mark Tuangthong spent
way too much money on one of Toff’s sweaty Team Australia shirts, and we learnt the true
meaning of the latin on our shirts. What a night to be had.
Want to say a massive thank you to those who were huge help on trivia night
Simon Talbot (Chef for a night)
Tony Castrigano (Date for a night)
Chris Kaliviotis (donating a tshirt)
Thomas Deller (mad dog MC)
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Announcement of the Men’s teams for 2018 season
Collosus

HoS Carnage

Abba Matthias
Adrian Lim
Aidan Howard
Alex Marr
Benjamin Richardson
Brandon Dalton
Charlie Medic
Chris Rabba
Chris Waller
Damon Stevens
Evan Tyson
Jake Williams
Jake Wilson
Joe Thorpe
Johan Hagglof
Joshua Halliday
Justin Mac
Mark Tuangthong
Michael Simpson
Mike Jeffcott
Nick Netscher
Simon Talbot
Suren Budhathoki
Tom Duncan
Tom Vathis
Wes Flavell

Adam Bulman
Adrian Lim
Alby Evans
Ashley Evans
Brendan Ashcroft
Brennan White
Cameron Lyon
Cheok Lee
Dan Cullen
Dan Cussen
David Knight
Ed Hammond
Esai Selvan Essaki
Pat Thorpe
Sam Wong
Sebastian Barr
Stuart Austin
Thomas Bissett

Coach: Brendo
Ass. Coach: Anita So
Ass. Coach: Stefan van
Boxtel
Ass. Coach: Lachlan
McDonald
TM: Mankeert Randhawa

Melbourne Juggernaut
(WUCC)
Alex Britten-Jones (playing
reserve)
Andrew Moroney
Chris Kaliviotis
Chris Mulcahy (playing
reserve)
David Lockhart
David Wiseman
Declan Frey
Dillon Taylor
Ewan Wymer
Jarod Cowan
Joe Hoppe
Josh Pereira
Kah Lipp Liew
Lochlan Wise
Mark Isherwood
Michael Truong
Nick Welch-Bolen
Sam Jacobs
Simon Smiley
Thomas Deller
Timocles Copland
Timothy Wise
Tony Castrignano
Reserves
Pat Thorpe
Coach: Lee Baker
TM: Mike Jeffcott
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Announcement of the Women’s teams for 2018 season
Phoenix

Inferno

Anna Anossovitch
Ash Thornton
Cait Foster
Clarice Tan
Ela Sandra
Elise Pilon
Gail Cocking
Jane Wong
Juliette Cowley
Katie Newman
Kate Robertson
Leah Cushion
Lilly Baring
Lucy Deller
Michaela Beninca
Rachael Mihatsch
Rainbow Apostol
Rebecca Wallbridge
Simar Dhaliwal

Alicia Ng
Amanda Tan
Brenda Lau
Christina Van
Clare Maloney
Danielle Roberts
Ebony Prescott
Emma Wheatland
Felicity Whitehead
Jude Hordern
Katie Lock
Kelly Liao
Natalie Hoang
Sam Chan
Sanny Chen
Steph Spehar
Vivian Chau
Vivian Lee
Zoe O’Connor
Zyrah Bernardino

Coach: Sebastian Barr

Coach: Bek Gannon

If you are not playing this season and would like to join in for trainings with Inferno and/or
attend the pod sessions, please contact either Lilly or Rainbow.

Thank you to all who tried out and our selectors for our Heads of State teams 2018!
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